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The Book of Waking Up invites you to wake to your coping mechanisms, find the why behind

your pain, and walk into the Divine Love of God.The inevitable pain of life gives us many

reasons to check out--and many ways to do it. Alcohol, entertainment, pills, shopping, porn,

chasing success, cashing checks, and collecting social media "likes"--these and so many other

things anesthetize us from the wounds of everyday living. As Seth Haines wrote in his award-

winning book, Coming Clean, "We're all drunk on something."In his compelling follow-up, The

Book of Waking Up, Seth invites you into the story of healing. He invites you to see your coping

mechanisms for what they are--lesser lovers, which cannot bring the peace, freedom, and

wholeness you crave. Through guided reflections, sustainable soul practices, and stories from

Seth's life and others, The Book of Waking Up points you toward the Divine Love of God that

has the power to transform your life.As Seth writes, "Addiction is misplaced adoration." Now,

join him on a journey toward the only Love worth adoring, the only Love that cures a soul. Join

him on the journey to waking up.

Seth has lived these words, fought for them, wrestled lies to the ground, and found love on the

other side. May we slow down, pay attention, and wake up to the freedom we've been craving

all along. -- Rebekah Lyons, bestselling author, Rhythms of Renewal and You Are FreeThe

Book of Waking Up truly is for all of us. In these pages you will not find the dreaded alarm

clock, no. This is a glorious song of joy, of honesty, and of wonder-working power. These lyrical,

honest, humble words will open eyes, unclench fists, and cause souls to rise up in love. --

Sarah Bessey, author, Miracles and Other Reasonable Things and Jesus FeministSeth

cheerfully challenges the lies all addicts tell themselves to get them through the night, because

he knows, by experience, that the truth will set you free. Whether or not you think you're an

addict, read this book and learn. -- Bishop Greg Brewer, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of

Central FloridaSobriety is complicated. No one has it all figured out, but no one writes toward it

and speaks toward it and leads me toward it like Seth Haines. His writing is a map and a

comfort. A lamp and a warm hearth. I trust his words in my joy and in my pain. -- Annie F.

Downs, bestselling author, 100 Days to Brave and Remember GodCombining prose with

poetry, theology with biography, and rapture born of rupture, Seth paves the way for those of us

who, having grown tired of our wandering and wavering affections, are trying to figure out how

to get back home. I can't recommend this book to you highly enough. -- Scott Sauls, senior

pastor, Christ Presbyterian Church; author, Jesus Outside the Lines and Irresistible FaithYears

ago, Gerald May's theologically rich and psychologically trustworthy Addiction and Grace

became my go-to resource. Today it's The Book of Waking Up. I'm so grateful to Seth for his

wisdom and vulnerability in it. -- Chuck Degroat, professor of pastoral care and Christian

spirituality, Western Theological SeminarySeth Haines does two things in this book: he

awakens us to our addictions and reveals himself as a thoughtful, incisive, and skilled writer.

This book invites us to dive deep into the condition of our hearts, and offers guidance, hope,

and direction for a better way. -- Mike Cosper, author, Recapturing the Wonder and Rhythms of

Grace; founder, Harbor MediaThis book encourages us not merely to wake up from addiction

but also to wake up to adoration of the God who loves us and promises to be faithful to us

forever. It is most effective when read slowly, reflecting on the challenges offered and allowing

God to transform us. -- Glenn R. Kreider, professor of theological studies, Dallas Theological



Seminary; editor-in-chief, Bibliotheca Sacra'Poet Haines, who wrote about his alcoholism and

recovery in Coming Clean, addresses the importance of waking up from a life of addiction to a

life of delighting in God in this thoughtful memoir.' -- Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorSeth Haines has experienced the grace that comes from a

God who lives in mystery, who works through both joy and pain. Seth’s first book Coming

Clean: A Story of Faith received a Christianity Today Award of Merit in the publication’s 2016

book awards. Seth’s poetry and prose has been featured in various publications, including In

Touch Magazine, Fathom Magazine, Tweetspeak Poetry, and at . He makes his home in the

Ozarks with his wife, Amber Haines, and their four sons.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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Seth has lived these words, fought for them, wrestled lies to the ground, and found love on the

other side. May we slow down, pay attention, and wake up to the freedom we’ve been craving

all along.—REBEKAH LYONS, bestselling author, Rhythms of Renewal and You Are FreeThe

Book of Waking Up truly is for all of us. In these pages you will not find the dreaded alarm

clock, no. This is a glorious song of joy, of honesty, and of wonder-working power. These lyrical,

honest, humble words will open eyes, unclench fists, and cause souls to rise up in love.—

SARAH BESSEY, author, Miracles and Other Reasonable Things and Jesus FeministSeth

cheerfully challenges the lies all addicts tell themselves to get them through the night, because

he knows, by experience, that the truth will set you free. Whether or not you think you’re an

addict, read this book and learn.—BISHOP GREG BREWER, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese

of Central FloridaSobriety is complicated. No one has it all figured out, but no one writes

toward it and speaks toward it and leads me toward it like Seth Haines. His writing is a map

and a comfort. A lamp and a warm hearth. I trust his words in my joy and in my pain.—ANNIE

F. DOWNS, bestselling author, 100 Days to Brave and Remember GodCombining prose with

poetry, theology with biography, and rapture born of rupture, Seth paves the way for those of us

who, having grown tired of our wandering and wavering affections, are trying to figure out how

to get back home. I can’t recommend this book to you highly enough.—SCOTT SAULS, senior

pastor, Christ Presbyterian Church; author, Jesus Outside the Lines and Irresistible FaithYears

ago, Gerald May’s theologically rich and psychologically trustworthy Addiction and Grace

became my go-to resource. Today it’s The Book of Waking Up. I’m so grateful to Seth for his

wisdom and vulnerability in it.—CHUCK DEGROAT, professor of pastoral care and Christian

spirituality, Western Theological SeminarySeth Haines does two things in this book: he

awakens us to our addictions and reveals himself as a thoughtful, incisive, and skilled writer.

This book invites us to dive deep into the condition of our hearts, and offers guidance, hope,

and direction for a better way.—MIKE COSPER, author, Recapturing the Wonder and Rhythms

of Grace; founder, Harbor MediaThis book encourages us not merely to wake up from

addiction but also to wake up to adoration of the God who loves us and promises to be faithful

to us forever. It is most effective when read slowly, reflecting on the challenges offered and

allowing God to transform us.—GLENN R. KREIDER, professor of theological studies, Dallas

Theological Seminary; editor-in-chief, Bibliotheca SacraALSO BY SETH HAINESComing

Clean: A Story of FaithZONDERVANThe Book of Waking UpCopyright © 2020 by Seth

HainesRequests for information should be addressed to:Zondervan, 3900 Sparks Dr. SE,

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49546Zondervan titles may be purchased in bulk for educational,

business, fundraising, or promotional use. For information, please email

SpecialMarkets@Zondervan.com.Epub Edition November 2019 9780310353980Unless

otherwise indicated, Scripture quotations are taken from The Holy Bible, New International

Version®, NIV®. Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984, 2011 by Biblica, Inc.® Used by permission of

Zondervan. All rights reserved worldwide. www.Zondervan.com. The “NIV” and “New

International Version” are trademarks registered in the United States Patent and Trademark

Office by Biblica, Inc.®Scripture quotations marked ESV are taken from the ESV® Bible (The

Holy Bible, English Standard Version®). Copyright © 2001 by Crossway, a publishing ministry

of Good News Publishers. Used by permission. All rights reserved.The Scripture quotations

marked NRSV are taken from the New Revised Standard Version Bible. Copyright © 1989,

Division of Christian Education of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the United

States of America. Used by permission. All rights reserved.Any internet addresses (websites,



blogs, etc.) and telephone numbers in this book are offered as a resource. They are not

intended in any way to be or imply an endorsement by Zondervan, nor does Zondervan vouch

for the content of these sites and numbers for the life of this book.No part of this publication

may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—

electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, or any other—except for brief quotations in

printed reviews, without the prior permission of the publisher.Cover design: Curt

DiepenhorstCover illustrations: Thoom / Forgem / ShutterstockInterior design: Denise
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about External Hyperlinks in this ebookPlease note that the footnotes in this ebook may

contain hyperlinks to external websites as part of bibliographic citations. These hyperlinks have

not been activated by the publisher, who cannot verify the accuracy of these links beyond the

date of publicationIn his book For the Life of the World, Alexander Schmemann writes, “The

purpose of this book is a humble one. It is to remind its readers that in Christ, life—life in all its

totality—was returned to man, given again as sacrament and communion, made Eucharist.” I

could only hope to scratch the surface of the depth found in Schmemann’s little book on the

sacramental life. Still, this simple emotional apologetic tugs some of the same strings, I hope.

So if you take nothing else from this work, may it be Schmemann’s reminder that life (all of it)

has been returned to you as sacrament and communion. Follow these bread crumbs till the

end. Eat those bread crumbs. Drink the wine too.CONTENTSCoverTitle

PageCopyrightForeword by Shauna NiequistAcknowledgmentsBefore the Questions

BeginQuestion 1: What Is the Problem?Question 2: What Is the Pain?Question 3: What Is

Addiction, Really?Question 4: What Is Sobriety?Question 5: How Do We Wake to the Sober

Way?FOREWORDSeth Haines has been one of my favorite faith writers since the moment I

finished his first book, Coming Clean, so I’ve been waiting for this book with great anticipation.

Seth sent me an early manuscript as a gift with no request attached. He offered me these

pages because he thought they might be good company in the darkness that has marked my

life in recent years, and indeed they have been, profoundly so.Seth is a Southern storyteller,

very much at home in that rich communion of poets and writers who don’t flinch in the face of

darkness, are at home in the natural world, and aren’t afraid of a little mystery. And he’s a really

good question-asker—for what it’s worth, the people I trust most these days are the question

people, not the answer people.The way of being Christian that Seth articulates is one that

resonates with me so deeply. It’s a rigorous discipleship, one that requires excavation and

honesty and the shedding of long-held attachments, but it’s also a gentle discipleship, rooted in

Divine Love and offering the connection that we’ve been searching for in so many of our

addictions and dead ends.We live in a culture obsessed with both image management and

pain management, and this book is a hundred and sixty-three elegant and honest invitations to

stop managing and start living. Seth has a way of touching a bruise that you’ve been trying to

protect, but he does it with compassion and empathy, inviting you to tell the truth about your

pain because he has gone first, telling the truth about his. What a gift!In this midlife, change-

riddled, loss-heavy season of my life, I’m getting pretty comfortable with walking alone, largely

because I find those too-bright and too-happy voices so much more offensive than silence to

my ears these days. But God has, in his goodness, sent a few voices my way, voices saturated

with honesty, tinged with pain, singing in low tones that keep me good company along the way,

and Seth’s voice in these pages has been one of the most trustworthy. I’m so grateful.—

SHAUNA NIEQUISTACKNOWLEDGMENTSAcknowledgments are frightening, a reminder that

both my memory and imagination are fracturing. This much is certain: I’ll forget someone who

sparked some thought that made its way into this book. Please accept my apologies at the



outset.Amber: We have risked and rioted, shaken fists and beds, and fallen together in both

elation and emptiness. Even in this falling, though, we’ve fallen down together. We’ve risen

together too. I suppose that’s what marriage means, committing to the deep magic of love,

whether falling or rising. I’m glad we’re in the deep magic together.Stephanie Smith: You know

the fights to pick, the fights to avoid (particularly the ones I pick with myself), and the ways

words can be honed to the point of art. You are more than an editor. You are my

friend.Zondervan team: This was a difficult work, but your faith, patience, and commitment in

and to it helped me pull it across the finish line. Thank you. (And Brian Phipps, your attention to

detail is nothing short of inspired. Special thanks to you.)Whitney Gossett: I invited you along

for this ride, and when I found myself road weary, you took the wheel. I think it’s a broader

metaphor for something. Every insufferable writer needs a partner, consultant, business

dreamer, and friend who can suffer him. Thanks for putting up with me.John Blase: You have

taught me how to incarnate, how to take, eat, and drink the Stuff of Earth. You are Common

Tribe.Winn Collier: You undercut my identity when I needed it most, stripped the scarlet A of

alcoholic from my conscience. It was the Genesis of everything in these pages.To the Kindred

Collective: You were the crew I didn’t know I needed. Some combination of you and Kentucky

drizzle made me believe again. All things are possible.John Ray: You are proof of the spiritual

acuity that comes only through pain. Thank you for not quitting.Mike and Corrie Rusch: You

facilitated the evening of my sacramental awakening. The bread. The wine. Thank you; I will

love you to the end.Felicia and Alex: You fueled this work with caffeine, presence, and

conversation. The season we shared at Puritan Uptown has marked me. I hope it has marked

you.Masie Cochran: You are the black to my white, the perfect foil to my unbridled optimism,

and a carrier of guarded hope. Conversations with you helped me see this work in a new

light.Dan Johnson: You led me through an Ignatian journey, unlocked the ways of thinking

about things as a saint might. I haven’t quite figured it all out yet, but I suppose that’s what a

lifetime is for. Thank you.Bob Shari: You were once advocates, then sounding boards, and now

friends. I’m grateful one set of notorious sinners found another.Sammers, Gagnons, Masons:

What does it mean to live in a Community of Waking? I’m still learning. Thanks for learning

along with the Haines people.Steve Wiens, Kevin Cawley, Scott Sauls: Each of you provided

some piece to this puzzle. Though I find myself trending Catholic, I’d embed myself in your

respective communities of waking any day. As a set, you represent the best of the

pastorate.Shauna Niequist: In this world of social climbing, power bartering, and the

commoditization of creativity, you stand apart. I’ve always been grateful for that. Thank you for

penning the foreword for this work. You were always my first choice.Mom and Dad: Thanks for

not being afraid of the Catholic church. It likely saved my faith.Thanks to all those who helped

fuel this work on Patreon, especially those of you in the Publisher tiers: Erika Morrison (peace,

sister); Rachel “Marshy B” Dockery; Rebecca Wimer; Rachel Hagstrom; Lanelle King; Roslyn

Bourgeois; William Ogles; Dorothy Camak; Darin Shrock; Julie Cannon; Elizabeth Marshall;

Sarah Rosangela; Becky McCoy; Bridgette Temleton; Annie Parsons; Janna Barber; Troy

McLaughlin; Noel Young; Mary Byam-Smith; Beth Siegel; Linda Hopson; Peggy Miller; Ron

Lambert; Claude Dickson; Janet Chastain; Ron Rogers; Marjorie Budrow; Karoletha Stone; and

Ron Anderson.Honorable Mention: Special thanks to Jonathan Merritt, who has forever soiled

the phrase “undrunk.”BEFORE THE QUESTIONS BEGINI wake to sleep, and take my waking

slow.—THEODORE ROETHKE, “THE WAKING”1. THE WAY WE START A NEW DAY: AN

INTRODUCTIONIn the comfort of my bed, I dreamed the pleasant dreams of childhood. On

occasion, I’d fly, which felt more akin to being flown like a kite, wind pressing up against my

torso. I’d rise above the summer-crisped cow fields of central Texas or the moss-spotted, blue-



gray Ozark-stone riverbeds. These floating dreams were ozone-laced apparitions in which, for

the most part, I stayed tethered fifty feet above the ground, the limit of my childhood

imagination. On occasion, though, my wings carried me past the tops of houses, trees, and

sometimes mountains. I’d float upward through clouds and almost into orbit. I’d float and float,

numb to the prospect of falling until a fit of shaking set in. In that turbulence, I’d fall a few feet,

then a few more. My bones would rattle and I’d flail my arms trying to stay afloat. In those

dreams turned nightmares, dread set in.The icicles pumping from my heart and into my limbs,

my arms, my legs—those are my earliest childhood memories of fear. It was a fear both hollow

and lead filled. It was the sweaty, muted dread of falling from the heights of my own

imagination. And how far down was the floor?That childhood dream was a recurring one, and I

do not recall whether I ever fell to my death. Here’s what I do recall, though: on more than one

occasion, while tethered to that anchor of fear pulling me earthward, I heard a song. It was

distant at first, like the tinkling of a music box in the clouds. Then, with more clarity, it came like

the tune of a neighborhood ice-cream truck. The volume of that song rose and words came in a

slow soprano, lifting me back through the clouds, pulling me into the deepening gray of space,

then into the liminal black behind my eyelids. As I opened my eyes to gathering light, as the

contours of my bedroom came into focus, there was my mother, standing above my bed and

singing.Good morning to you. Good morning to you.We’re all in our places with sunshiny

faces.This is the way we start a new day.My mother sang this song with her face shining. This

was the way all her wake-up songs started—in the key of joy.The beginning of my sober years

felt much like waking up to my mother’s song. It was a slow waking from some dreamy death

spiral. And as I’ve talked to others who are in recovery from their own coping mechanisms,

they’ve said the same thing.So often, sobriety comes like an unexpected sweet song.2.

WAKING FROM ADDICTION, WAKING TO ADORATIONThere are things I’d like you to know

about this book.First, though it builds on many of the lessons I learned in my sobriety journey,

this book is not so much about addiction or dependency or even sobriety. It’s about waking.

And when I say waking, I mean both waking from and waking to. Waking from the numb

floating, the drifting higher and higher. Waking from your attempts to self-soothe, to anesthetize

your pain. Waking from the false, the fake, the pleasant dream turned crystalline fear that

always precedes the crash. Waking from dependency, addiction, recurring habits that might do

you in.Waking from your addictions—this is only a part of what it means to wake up. What do

you wake to? This is the other part.Waking from addiction and to the transcendent, the

numinous, the cosmic, quantum healer. Waking from addiction and to the Divine Love of God

expressed through Jesus, the Christ who wants to repair every frayed nerve, every broken

synapse, every jacked-up desire. (This we’ll call the Divine Love throughout this book.)1 As you

wake to the Divine Love, fix your eyes on it. Root into it. Adore it.How do I wake from addiction

and to adoration?That’s the subject of this book.3. WHAT’S IN A WORD? “COPING

MECHANISMS”In this book, we’ll explore words and their meanings. Among those words, we’ll

examine the term addiction. As you read, I hope you’ll see how anything can form a sort of

slavish attachment, a sort of addiction.Habits like checking Twitter, Instagram, or Facebook?

Yes.Substances like booze and opioids? Of course.Dependencies on the material, on money,

on entertainment, on sex? No doubt.I’ll suggest that our bad habits, addictions, and

dependencies are the things we use, attach to, or love in an effort to cope with the pains of life.

So throughout this book, when you see the term coping mechanism, read it as my shorthand

for any habit, addiction, or dependency.Coping mechanisms—we all have them, even the best

of us. Mine was booze, then book buying, then a bowl of cereal and a good Netflix binge.

Anything to take my mind off the pain. Some might overeat or undereat or exercise too much or



binge shop or click-click-click on porn into the wee hours of the morning.Biblical characters had

their slavish attachments too, characters like Paul the apostle and Jesus’ best friend, Peter. It

should come as no surprise that having experienced the Divine Love that woke them from their

slumber, they used waking language in their letter-writing campaigns.4. WAKE UP, PAUL!There

was a man named Jesus, the great God with Us, and this was his call: “What I say to you I say

to all: Stay awake” (Mark 13:37 ESV).That great God with Us met a Christian-killer, a real pious

prig named Saul, on the road to Damascus. He knocked that prig off his high horse and locked

him in the blackness of blindness. Jesus met him in that darkness, woke him to a new life

eventually marked by a new name—Paul. He showed Paul the way his coping mechanisms

had led him into a great sleep. What coping mechanisms? The dependency on self-righteous

priggery, on doing all the right things, on his pious cause—the genocide of Christ’s

followers.Paul also woke into a new, sober way of living, the way of living into Christ’s love. It

should be no surprise that Paul penned these words, then: “Awake, O sleeper, and arise from

the dead, and Christ will shine on you” (Eph. 5:14 ESV). He put it this way too: “So then let us

not sleep, as others do [as I had], but let us keep awake and be sober” (I Thess. 5:6 ESV).5.

WAKE UP, PETER!Peter, a man whose anxiety got the best of him, who denied Jesus to save

his skin on Good Friday morning, woke into a new way of being too. After the resurrection, after

Jesus did exactly what he promised, Christ came and shook Peter out of his self-loathing, his

self-preservation, his self-soothing and invited the disciple into Divine Love. Relationship

restored, Jesus gave Peter a grand charge: lead my church.Awakened to God’s love and

motivated by Christ’s call, Peter steered the people of God to walk in true sobriety. In his letter

to the church, he writes, “[Cast] all your anxieties on him, because he cares for you. Be sober-

minded; be watchful” (1 Peter 5:7–8 ESV). Sober and watchful—what does it mean? To Peter, it

means casting our anxieties on the Divine Love instead of medicating them with our own

coping mechanisms.6. WAKE UP, EVERYONE ELSE!As if to make himself clear, the great God

with Us visited his beloved friend John in a revelatory apocalyptic vision, a vision induced by

neither shroom nor LSD. In that vision, John saw his resurrected friend, Jesus, who spoke a

waking word: “I am coming like a thief! Blessed is the one who stays awake, keeping his

garments on, that he may not go about naked and be seen exposed!” (Rev. 16:15 ESV,

emphasis added). Through John, Jesus reminded his people to stay awake, to stay ready, to

stay sober, to stay clothed in his love so we wouldn’t be found showing our hindquarters when

Christ comes calling. And even if we don’t live to see some apocalyptic return, we each have

our own end of days to reckon with. How silly to be found in the arms of lesser loves when that

day comes.7. A FULL REFUND, MAYBEJesus’ friends understood his call—stay sober, stay

awake, remain watchful—and so they gave it to us straight. They knew the truth: dream-drifting

in coping mechanisms keeps us from experiencing the nonanxious love of God. Maybe you

know this to be true. Maybe not. And maybe you live in such a self-actualized state of

wakefulness that you live addiction free, free of chemical, emotional, or material dependence.

Congratulations. This book is not for you. Please contact me for a refund.2If you’re still reading,

here is the second thing I’d like you to know about this book: this wake-up song—“Good

Morning to You”—is not just for the fall-down alcoholics, the heroin addicts, or the rehab bound.

In my experience, those we’re quick to label addicts are just like the rest of us, only with an

acute awareness of their addictions, their propensity to use drugs to lull themselves to sleep to

the pains of life. They know the limits of their willpower, the ways their best intentions break.

There are plenty of books written for them. (I know. I’ve been the target audience.)This book is

not only for those with classic addictions but also for those who use more socially acceptable

coping mechanisms: workaholics, compulsive shoppers, executives addicted to peer approval,



and yes, even compulsive TwInstaBook scrollers. We’ve all found ourselves asleep at one point

or another, and most of us will feel the tug of that slumber again. This forms the basis of the

working hypothesis of this book: we’re all addicted (or attached) to something. We all use some

kind of coping mechanism.In other words, if you have a pulse, you have a problem.In other

words, we’re all in this together.8. ADDICTION EXHIBITSFor reference, and as anecdotal

evidence supporting my hypothesis that we’re all addicted to something, consider exhibits A

through E:Exhibit A: In 2013 I quit the bottle. I kept a journal over the first ninety days of

sobriety, a journal which became my book, Coming Clean: A Story of Faith. In Coming Clean, I

shared how the near death of my son exposed my belief that the God I worship was unable to

hear or heal, that he was absent at best or nonexistent at worst. I learned that pain was more

than soul pain. It burned, bled, felt as real as any gunshot to the stomach. I followed that pain

into a decision I’d made to numb myself. How else can you cope when life’s every edge is

ragged pain? So I chose to sleepwalk through my life, Gordon’s gin my medicine.I spun yarns

in those sleepy drunk years: “I can quit whenever I want. I don’t have a real problem. I’ve never

hit my wife, lost my job, or gotten a DWI, so I can’t be alcohol dependent.” I was asleep,

convinced as I was to the contrary.In Coming Clean, I shared how the God of healing found

me, a wounded boy sleeping. He didn’t come promising the healing of my son or the poetic end

of all my existential pain. He didn’t come in that sky-blue VW bus offering feel-good medicine

either, though that would have been an awesome trip. Instead, he came singing songs of

comfort.Good morning to you. Good morning to you.He found me over those ninety days, day

after day, and woke me into something a little less broken, a little less attached to the bottle, a

little more attached to him.This is the way we start a new day.I wrote this story of faith, shared

it with the world, then I hit the road. I spoke to folks who had their own soul pain, who

confessed their own years of sleepiness. Consider them exhibits B through E.Exhibit B: She’d

always measured a pound more than her father’s image of perfect, she said. She’d been

bulimic these last fifteen years. Through the binge and the purge, through the euphoria that

came from bowing to the porcelain god, she’d numbed herself to the pain of living up to her

father’s Playboy ideal. That is, until she looked in the mirror again. She was a pillar of the

church, a pastor’s wife. Even still, she chose sleep.Exhibit C: A Midwestern soccer mom felt

trapped in her Yukon. She was always carting her kids around while her workaholic husband

spat on her dreams of vocation. She loved her Percocet, the way it helped her float above all

the go-go-go, all those droning PTA meetings.Exhibit D: A Southern preacher was afraid of

failure, always worried about letting his people down. Acid ate a hole in his stomach in the wee

hours of the morning, but the nip of whiskey and sleeping pills helped him push into dreams.

Tell the elders? No way, he said. He was living a life of fireable offenses.Exhibit E: The

accountant in Middle America grew up in the scarcity of dirt-floor poverty. He was a compulsive

shopper. Click, click, click—there wasn’t any category of thing he hadn’t one-clicked into his

mailbox over the last year. Except a car. He’d had that internet purchase delivered from Florida

on a flatbed truck. Why was there never enough?9. A GRIM TRUTHWe are people of coping

mechanisms ranging from the illegal to the socially acceptable. No matter the substance,

material, vice, or habit, we all use them to numb ourselves to pain. And even in my days of

“sobriety” (quotes intended) I found a grim truth: I’m still so prone to numbing myself to sleep in

new ways. Increasing internet usage, social media consumption, vocation, occupation, one-

click purchasing—aren’t these just permutations of my need to overdo anything? Aren’t I

becoming compulsive in my need to be entertained or distracted? Why, in all my “sobriety,” do I

so often feel less than sober?This, I think, gets to the guts of it. If we’re all drunk on something,

if we’re all asleep or pulled toward the tendency of sleep, how do we wake into a true, lasting,



joyful sobriety that does not give way to a different sort of slumber?3This book, I hope, will help

us answer that question.10. THE WAKING LIBRARYThere is a big-box bookstore in

Fayetteville containing row upon row of self-help books, and last Saturday, I hopped from the

fiction section to the self-help section to scan the covers. The titles were big and blocky, and

almost without exception, the authors’ faces were stamped on the front. Each author was white,

their hair well coiffed, their teeth straight as piano keys. Smiling, they offered the following kind

of help (more or less, with some slight titling revisions):The Wednesday Way to Winning

Marriage: OrgasmacizingYour Sex Life on Hump DayQuit It: Training Yourself in the Art of

Stopping StuffHow to Find Money, Power, and Fame: How IAchieved What You Desperately

WantThe topics ran the gamut, but sequestered on two shelves were the self-help books on

addiction. (It is worth mentioning that these titles and covers were more self-effacing and less

marked by the faces of success.) All these books written by all these authors, most of whom

had faced and overcome their demons.I scanned the books. Books on alcoholism, drug

addiction, sex addiction. Books with the words recovery and steps and overcoming in the title.

There was a book on overcoming addiction through meditation. So many books. Why hadn’t I

read any of them? Had I avoided them because they were tucked away with the well-

manicured, ever-smiling, quite-fashionable gurus? Had I value-judged these sorts of books?

Sure, I’ve read books on addiction, books that helped me understand my shaking insobriety,

but they weren’t self-help books. I devoured Mary Karr’s Lit, and I loved In the Realm of Hungry

Ghosts, Gabor Maté’s stunning exploration of human being and addiction. I read Bill Clegg’s

Portrait of an Addict as a Young Man, Elizabeth Vargas’s Between Breaths, and Thomas De

Quincey’s Confessions of an English Opium-Eater. I love those books because they don’t offer

easy answers to human angst. What’s more, the authors show what I’ve experienced to be at

the root of all addiction—pain.So know this about this book: it is not a self-help book. I wouldn’t

categorize those addiction books tucked away in the self-help section of Big-Box Books “R” Us

that way either.If I were allowed a stint as a bookstore manager, I’d create a new category for

those books: Books of Waking Up. I’d load the section with those more self-helpy addiction

titles, but I’d also scatter in some Karr and Maté and Vargas too. I’d throw in some De Quincey,

Russell Brand, and Gerald May for good measure. I’d include books about the body, about

neurochemistry, and the confluence of pain and addiction. And if you visited my store, I’d lead

you straight to that library of waking and ask you to pick your poison—or antivenom, as it were.

I’d invite you to read it all, to soak it up, to understand. And then, I’d invite you to press into a

more lasting experience.This book? It is that library.11. THE LAYOUTThe last thing I’d like you

to know about this book: it’s a snowball rolling downhill, a building argument, a series of smaller

parts of a much bigger whole. I’ve done my best to organize it that way. It’s meant to be picked

up, read, put down, and reflected on. More than anything, it’s meant to lead you somewhere.As

you read, you’ll find each major section begins with a question:What is the problem?What is

the pain?What is addiction, really?What is sobriety?How do we wake to the sober way?

Get Out of Your Head: Stopping the Spiral of Toxic Thoughts, I Guess I Haven't Learned That

Yet: Discovering New Ways of Living When the Old Ways Stop Working, The Wisdom of Your

Body: Finding Healing, Wholeness, and Connection through Embodied Living, The Soul of

Desire: Discovering the Neuroscience of Longing, Beauty, and Community, Try Softer: A Fresh

Approach to Move Us out of Anxiety, Stress, and Survival Mode--and into a Life of Connection

and Joy, This Too Shall Last: Finding Grace When Suffering Lingers, WayMaker: Finding the

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/qevDb/The-Book-of-Waking-Up-Experiencing-the-Divine-Love-That-Reorders-a-Life


Way to the Life You’ve Always Dreamed Of, Prayer in the Night: For Those Who Work or Watch

or Weep, When Strivings Cease: Replacing the Gospel of Self-Improvement with the Gospel of

Life-Transforming Grace, Anatomy of the Soul: Surprising Connections between Neuroscience

and Spiritual Practices That Can Transform Your Life and Relationships, A Burning in My

Bones: The Authorized Biography of Eugene H. Peterson, Translator of The Message,

Wholeheartedness: Busyness, Exhaustion, and Healing the Divided Self, Boundaries for Your

Soul: How to Turn Your Overwhelming Thoughts and Feelings into Your Greatest Allies, Live No

Lies: Recognize and Resist the Three Enemies That Sabotage Your Peace, Rhythms of

Renewal: Trading Stress and Anxiety for a Life of Peace and Purpose

John Ray, “Really, again?. OK, so I gave Haines last book, Coming Clean, a single star. I'd do

that again, but he threatened me if I idid. I guess I'm a glutton for punishment because I went

ahead and paid my own dang money for this book even though Seth calls himself my friend

and even says nice things about me in the book. But seriously, this book is terrible if you want

to keep sleep walking through life. Haines can't leave well enough alone. He keeps digging and

asking serious, thoughtful questions of the reader and even himself! It's like refuses to leave a

way out, exposing his own struggles and questions in a way that make it really hard to avoid

asking them of yourself. Who wants that? I mean, our whole economy would collapse if people

started waking up and were free of their addictions and coping mechanisms. I don't know if

Haines is a communist, or anarchist, or what, but he sure ain't a red blooded consumer

capitalist. Heck, I bet he's not even going to make that much money off this book. So you know

what? Buy 10 copies just to make him mad, anything to get back at him for not leaving well

enough alone and not letting any of us off the hook.”

Kelsey Loring, “An Important Book for Any Human Who Experiences Pain in Any Capacity..

Scrolling Instagram, a few people I admire recommended this book. As I am prone to do, I

instantly went to Amazon to order. As soon as it arrived, I started reading. Impulse buying is

actually one of my "fixes" to stress, disappointment, loneliness, etc., So it wasn't lost on me

that that is how I acquired this book. For the last six months, I've been analyzing my destructive

habits and things I turn to for comfort and relief, but I haven't really known how to process,

confront, and repent of them in a guided and meaningful way. This book gracefully and lovingly

guides. It brings awareness, not shame. It brings comfort and hope. (Or should I say it points to

where true comfort and hope can be found). It's a book for every human. It's a book I plan on

gifting to as many as I can.”

Kevin Perrine, “You'll get what you give. The number of stars you will give this book are

proportional to the amount of effort you will put into it. If you simply ingest and forget The Book

of Waking Up, you will probably rate it with two stars ("it was okay"). However, if you're honest

with yourself and willing to journey alongside Seth. If you stop at the prompts and actually do

the work you may find a trail that goes deeper and further than you imagined. Seth has given

us, not a map, but a guidebook. He is a fellow traveler who wants to share his journey to help

others be aware of the pitfalls along the way. He wants to lift the weary traveller's head to gaze

upon the beauty and limitlessness of this Divine Love. If you're willing to do the work and join

him in the journey of Waking Up it will bless you.”

KimberlyA., “A Must Read- On Being Human, and Mortal. This is a great discussion on the



human condition-and the human condition is generally to be asleep. The way we keep

ourselves asleep varies on whatever coping mechanism our minds tell ourselves will work in

the moment. Seth does an amazing job of cutting through this and pointing the way to what our

hearts yearn for-The Divine Love of Jesus Christ.The best part about this book is it points the

reader towards the never-ending, never giving up love of Christ Who shines through our

darkest nights. He doesn’t cheapen this love to a ‘He is coming back next Tuesday right before

lunch kind of way.’  But in a way that speaks to our souls. God With Us. Emmanuel.”

Troy Lakey, “Excellent modern spiritual writing, by a trustworthy guide. I greatly enjoyed Seth's

new book. In my humble opinion, it's even finer than his last (Coming Clean: A Story of Faith),

which was also excellent.Having eagerly looked forward to the release of The Book of Waking

Up, when it arrived, I immediately tore through it, immediately passed along my copy to a

friend, and came back to Amazon for more copies to keep and share. Those to whom I've

passed it on have told me they've done the same thing.Take this as a disclaimer if you like, or a

testimony, as I'd offer it: Seth is an old friend, and I've always known him to be a man of

character, sharp intellect, artistic instinct, and a deep and authentic faith. He is the real deal,

and you can sense that throughout his writing.Seth writes here, as elsewhere, with unusual

vulnerability -- and this invites the reader into an honest introspection of their own. The Book of

Waking Up is excellent modern spiritual writing. Aside from delighting in Seth's lucid, poetic,

personal, and often humorous writing for its own sake, I enjoyed the theme and divisions and

flow of the book; and particularly its development of thought, as he structured it.If you sense

that you may need a greater awakening from the distractions and fog through which you've

been walking through life... an awakening to your life itself; to the state of your own soul; and

most of all, to the healing and clarifying love of God.... Don't wait. Order a copy of this book,

and embrace its invitation to the way of "inner sobriety".”

Ashley Hales, “Exactly what we need. Seth Haines' second book is what we need right now.

The Book of Waking Up shows us our deep longings to live a meaningful and connected life.

When we can think of sobriety simply as what we do or don't do, Seth shows us how we're all

drunk on something and the way forward. It's an important book, one that is meant to be

lingered over (but I read it in a day, I couldn't put it down). It charts some helpful ways to move

forward to wake up to your pain, examine your own coping mechanisms and draw you into the

divine love of God.Highly recommended.”

Kevin A. Thompson, “A voice you can trust. I've known Seth so long that I remember when he

wore his hair like a mid-90s Jonathan Taylor Thomas or Nick Carter. What I've seen over that

time is a man with a great intellect and even better heart. Simply put, Seth's is a voice you can

trust. In a day where everyone is screaming for attention, Seth is quietly whispering an

invitation to a different way of life. The Book of Waking Up is a necessary read in this time

where it is tempting to sleep through life because of the chaos around us and within us.

Thankfully there is a different way. Coming Clean revealed our addictions. The Book of Waking

Up points us toward better affections.”

Leonard A Johnson, “Great Book. Really like the format of small digestible chapters of easy to

read information. Has a decidedly Christian slant however it is food for thought for anyone who

thinks that they might be struggling with any sort of addiction. Really caused me to pause and

assess the use of drugs and alcohol amongst other coping mechanisms.”



Christine Farrugia, “Great book. I’ve read it once and will read it again . So much insight .Read

it , you won’t be sorry”

The book by Seth Haines has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 206 people have provided feedback.
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